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AT  T H E  C E N T E R  I S  L O V E  6 : 1 0

C O M M U N I C AT I O N  1 2 : 1 7 

P E R S O N  T O  P E R S O N  4 : 3 1
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o n e n e s s  8 : 1 3

S P I R I T  O F  P E A C E  7 : 2 8

t o ta l  t i m e  :  6 1 : 4 1



Composed and Performed by Chuck Wild

Produced, Recorded and Mixed by Chuck Wild

Associate Producer: Jonathan Marozik
Additional Programming: Jonathan Marozik



From the Artist

No one is born hating another person; people can and do change 
every day.  Peace between differing ideologies and cultures, though 
not impossible to achieve, may take time to attain. However, 
peace on a “person-to-person” basis is possible between any two 
willing individuals, regardless of their backgrounds. It is this 
process of engendering person-to-person peace to which Liquid 
Mind XII: Peace is dedicated.  
 
Even the smallest step taken by one individual as a peacemaker can 
build a bridge of hope, encouragement and understanding which 
will grow in a harmonious way. The titles of the compositions on 
this album are steps we can each take towards conflict resolution: 

We begin by acknowledging that At the Center Is Love. Where 
there is a capacity for love, which all humans share, there can be 
peace. The peace process begins with respectful Communication 
between two people, Person to Person, which leads to a discovery 
of their Shared Values. These shared values create a willingness 
to Surrender to Love, and we are able to move forward together 
as a measure of Trust develops. As trust grows, we become aware 
of our Oneness, and the Spirit of Peace prevails. 

Musically, you will hear little departure from earlier Liquid Mind® 
albums, and you may even hear a reprise or two from previous 
favorite compositions.  I hope you’ll enjoy Liquid Mind XII: 
Peace and will be encouraged to try out this process of peace, 
person-to-person in your own lives.  

In gratitude, 
Chuck Wild
Los Angeles, California
January 2018
LiquidMindMusic.com
  

“Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that.  
Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that.” ~ Martin Luther King, Jr.



Thank You

Special thanks to my assistant Jonathan, who keeps me honest on a daily basis, and to longtime friend Andy Markley at Art101.com 
for introducing me to the internet many years ago, and for shepherding my websites ever since. 

My gratitude and love to family, friends, and collaborators both near and far:  
Seven, Will, Roin, Jeff and Dado, AJ Teshin, my wonderful mentor Bruce Swedien and his lovely wife Bea, Sharon and Sally, M.J., 
Michèle and Harry, Paul F., Rick O., Jimmy D., Barb E., Lois W., Frank M., my composition teacher Steve Rothstein, and friend 
and visionary photographer Glen Wexler for creating the beautiful covers for much of the Liquid Mind® series. Thanks to MOTU 
for maintaining excellent software in the form of Digital Performer®, my workstation for over 25 years. Special gratitude to Johanna 
S. for sharing your wisdom and encouragement these many years. 

 I’m sincerely grateful for the continuing support and encouragement of Terence Yallop, Karen Kael, the wonderful staff at Real 
Music (Sylvia Pacheco, Fran Nelson, and Julie Giles), and Al Evers and the team at A Train Entertainment. Your diligent efforts in 
navigating the ever-evolving digital music industry are appreciated, and enable me to continue recording Liquid Mind®. 

A special welcome to new arrivals... Mason Anthony Jones and John Gibson Quinn. 

Farewell dear friends, you will be missed... Carder Manning, Avon Privette, Gary Ford, Randy Stiles, and Tommy Page. Thank you 
for your collective generosity of spirit and deed, I am enriched by having known each of you.

A special word of appreciation: There are a few rare individuals that shape our lives, and Carder Manning, my high school music 
teacher, was one such person for me and countless others.  Carder’s unceasing efforts to challenge and encourage his students to 
embrace the highest standards was a gift that stays with me to this day.  



Liquid Mind VIII : Sleep Relax : A Liquid Mind experience

Liquid Mind IX : Lullaby Liquid Mind X : Meditation Liquid Mind : 
Relaxing Rain & Ocean Mixes

Liquid Mind VI : Spirit Liquid Mind VII : Reflection

Liquid Mind XI : Deep Sleep

Liquid Mind IV : Unity Liquid Mind V : SerenityLiquid Mind II : Slow World Liquid Mind III : Balance

More Releases from Liquid Mind



From Real Music

Beyond the teeming activity of our lives on beloved Earth lies a great eternal Silence.  As we pause 
and listen, the Silence will speak. One of the wondrous voices is through the language of music. 
We sincerely appreciate having you as a listener. When you pay for a CD or song, you provide a rightful income to musicians, their record labels and staff, 
artists and designers, recording studios and engineers, printers, distributors, retailers, and all those whose efforts make it possible for you to enjoy music.

We appeal for your help in spreading the word that every single free copy made of a CD or song through burning for others, illegally downloading, 
etc., not only deprives musicians of their livelihood, but also has disastrous consequences on the entire structure that makes it possible for music to be 
composed, recorded, and made available.  Thank you for your purchases, thereby helping us to continue recording and spreading music throughout the 
world.
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